Reorganization Interview Team Member

Delta Upsilon’s Reorganization process consists of three integral parts to restoring a chapter: preparation/assessment, the membership review and redevelopment. As an Interview Team Member, the primary responsibility will take place during the membership review portion which may be 2-4 days on site.

Qualifications

- Know and understand the mission and vision of Delta Upsilon International Fraternity
- Ability to work well in groups to reach consensus
- Willingness to learn from others
- Ability to make concise and fair decisions on undergraduate membership

Responsibilities

- This position will report directly to the Director of Loss Prevention, or appropriate assigned staff.
- To respond with availability for interview weekdays/weekends as requested
- Attend annual training summit at the Winter Educational Conference

Compensation

The International Fraternity will pay the cost for travel, accommodations, and meals through the duration of the membership review. All additional costs must be approved by the Director of Loss Prevention prior to its expense.